Pulling the chocks out…your editor Brian M. Carlson
SOMETIMES LIFE GETS IN THE WAY….BUT MAKE WAY FOR IT.
This is actually the second version of my editorial. On the weekend before the Fourth of July, I
got this newsletter ready to go, thinking I’d be a couple of days behind my target mailing date of July
1, but with enough time to get some word out about our trail ride at Ft. Ransom on the weekend of
July 19-21st. However, life got in the way…the life of our former newsletter editor and our fellow NDMVCA member Maurice “Stan” Stansbury, who passed away earlier on the day I’m writing this
revised editorial on July 8, 2019. A quick check with Rory indicated that the newsletter was going to
press on the next morning, so you now get to read this, instead of my usual banter.
As of this writing, I had little other information regarding specifics of his passing or any
memorial service or funeral information, yet our thoughts and prayers go out to Ellen, Stan’s children,
and the rest of his family – from our ND-MVCA family of fellow enthusiasts, kindred spirits, fellow
veterans (especially us who were also in the Air Force), and friends.
I especially wanted to update this newsletter because it has the final piece written by Stan for
publication on page 9. While I originally cleaned it up a little for grammar and spelling (plus threw in a
few jabs back and forth with him), it’s essentially as he presented it to me over a month ago. And I
have no intention of changing it now that he’s gone. Indeed, in a way this is how we’ll remember
Stan: always wanting to give a little bit of advice (even if it’s a bit pointed at times), getting a chuckle
out of it once in awhile, but wanting and willing to share the knowledge of a hobby he loved.
Yet, for us, life goes on. We will once again have a Trail Ride in the Fort Ransom area, Rory
and Dennis (at least) are going to the MVPA convention at York, PA, while The Usual Suspects of
Ken, Lyle, Stu, and myself will once again venture to the Central Wisconsin Military Show in Aniwa on
the same weekend. Get out and enjoy your HMV, your family, your pals, and life. Stan did whenever
he could, and we’re all the better for it.
Keep the paint up, the rubber down, & share the knowledge; BMC

On the cover:
The beaches of Normandy, 75 years to the day
after the greatest amphibious invasion in
history started upon the task of freeing Europe
from Nazi tyranny. This image comes courtesy
of Rory’s buddy Richard Ravencroft, who was
among the scores of re-enactors on site.

Centerfold:
It’s dusk, and it’s time for the C-53 Skytrooper
to get tucked into the hanger. What better for

the task than John Benter’s M2 7-ton Cletrac.
Thanks once again to Rory for the image.
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Our next chapter meeting: Saturday, July 20, approx. 5PM, after the main trail ride near the city park in
Ft. Ransom. Even if you can’t make the trail ride, feel free to come down for the meeting and dinner at a
local eatery.
Support the local museums that support your fellow members with providing display space for their vehicles
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with the main ride on Saturday at 9:30AM.
Meet near Rockstads River Inn in Ft.
Ransom, which is our host hotel.

Attention North Dakota Military
Vehicle Collector Club Members:
The third annual Ft ransom trail
ride!

Mark your calendars! We’re back to
the picturesque Fort Ransom, North
Dakota area for trail rides on the weekend
of July 19th, 20th, and 21st.
Ft. Ransom is nestled in the beautiful
Sheyenne River Valley, 32 miles south of
Valley City.
It is part of the National
Scenic Byway and is home to Ft. Ransom
State Park. It is 25 miles from the
Sheyenne National Grasslands with many
miles of rolling hills and trees; with a mix
of past favorites, highway touring, and
new trails. The use of HMV’s rather than
civilian vehicles on the ride is STRONGLY
PREFERRED and there are usually open
seats in other member’s HMV’s if yours
isn’t able to make the trip. We will also
have Alan Ness there filming us on the
trails for a Sci-Fi movie he’s producing, so if
you have vintage uniforms, bring them.

Some members are planning on
arriving Friday afternoon for a short
informal “test run” early evening drive,
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Call for reservations and talk to
Karen; 701-973-2103 or 903-814-2058.
Tell her you are with the North Dakota
Military Vehicle Collectors Association.
Also call her if you’d like to purchase a box
lunch for Saturday (or bring your own for
our lunch stop on the trail). While the inn
is almost full, she does have RV parking.
There is also a “Yurt” which is like a big
modern Tipi that sleeps 6 in one big open
room, reserved for members by Rory (call
him for availability). Those who stayed
there before had a “Yurt” of a time! The
Viking View motel is also in town; 701-9732101 to check availability and price. Fort
Ransom State Park also has camping sites
available.
There’s no ride on Sunday, but we
usually meet for breakfast before leaving.

Mark your calendars and plan on
coming to Ft. Ransom for a fun trail ride
the weekend of July 19, 20, and 21, 2018!

ND-MVCA Members Have a Strong Turnout at
the Dakota Territory Air Museum’s D-Day: 75
commemoration event.
By BMC; images by Rory Grenier & BMC

Thursday June 6, 2019 was D-day+75
years; the anniversary of Operation Overlord –
the invasion of Europe by Allied forces. To
commemorate this momentous event, The
Dakota Territory Air Museum in Minot held an
event on the museum grounds that day from 5
to 7 PM. Museum staff solicited our members
in the area, especially Ken Yuly and Lyle
Torno, to bring World War II era vehicles to be
part of the displays. Our members responded
with a wide variety of World War II vintage
Historic Military Vehicles and equipment. In
addition to Ken and Lyle, Rory Grenier, Dennis
Sundby, plus former member John Benter took
time out of their week to bring vehicles.

A re-enactor (an airman from Minot AFB) and
Jake Grenier by Rory’s 1945 MB.

Lyle’s Ford GTB Bomb Service Truck keeps
company with the museums’ static displays.
Our members set up their equipment
outside of the museum either the evening
before of early the morning of the event, which
was open to the public throughout the day.
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An interesting, yet likely pairing in the Signal
Corps: Rory’s M29 weasel pulling Ken’s K38
Lineman’s Equipment trailer.
The formal program during the event
featured the following four World War II
veterans from the area.

From left: Ed Zilly (96) of Minot, was part of the
D-Day invasion force, John Benter (94) former
ND-MVCA member from Crosby, Lynn Aas
(96) and John Sinn (98), both of Minot.

Mr. Sinn stood and saluted the flag the
moment it was presented, through the US and
Canadian national anthems, only dropping his
salute after the color guard retreated.

As the presentation was going on inside
the hanger, immediately outside was a reenactment of painting the invasion stripes on
the C-53 Skytropper “The Dutchess of Dakota”,
done by volunteers in period uniforms from the
air base. The order was given to paint the
stripes in under 48 hours from the start of
Operation Overlord, so a lot of improvised
methods were used, to include the brooms and
mops used here.

Rory doing a selfie with Lynn Aas in his MB

The passengers aboard the C-53. Other vets
from The Foundation for Exceptional warriors
were also on board.

John Sinn is alighting into Dennis GPW
After the ceremony inside, the club
members with running jeeps gave the veterans
rides over to the C-53, as they were flown over
Minot with a fighter escort of the musuem’s
P51 and Spitfire.

Jake fits perfectly under the wing of the P-51D.
Hey, step away from the keg, you’re a minor.
A unique aspect to the event was “Ale from
Above”. During the war, there were several
documented instances where fighter pilots
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delivered beer and ale from England on their
bomb racks to the troops fighting through
Europe. In partnership with the museum, The
Foundation for Exceptional Warriors, and
Minot’s
newest
microbrewer,
A-Typical
Brewery and Barrel Works (located in the
original Westland Oil Co. gas station), this was
a fundraising event with mugs sold for $200 to
be able to a frosty cold ale or porter that was at
35,000 feet moments earlier.

All of our members who were involved
had a fantastic time and thoroughly enjoyed
being part of the unique event.

Rory loading up the next morning.

With the end of flight operations for the
day, John Benter’s M2 Cletrac was tasked to
do what it was designed for – tow large aircraft
on improved and unimproved flight lines.
Ken, making sure everything is OK for the
short drive home in his M151.

Jake riding shotgun in the M2 Cletrac, with
John Benter’s son Neil driving.
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Another angle on Lyle’s Ford GTB.

More Warbird photos from the show and the
museum. This is a hidden gem of an air
museum. It has a working partnership with the
Texas Flying Legends Museum in Houston, so
the two exchange aircraft on a regular basis.
The staff is very cordial and we have a very
good working relationship between ND-MVCA
and the museum. If you find yourself in Minot
with time to visit it, I highly recommend it. BMC

5th Fighter Interceptor Squadron
“Spittin’ Kittens” linage aircraft
The Dakota Territory Air Museum has a static
example of all three types of operational
aircraft used by the 5th FIS at Minot AFB from
inception in 1959 until it was deactivated in
July 1985 and its assets were transfered to the
101st FIS at Otis ANGB, MA.

Lockheed T-33 “T-bird”. Operational from
1957-1984. Trainer/pilot proficiency aircraft
based on the P-80 “Shooting Star”. This
airframe was the first operational jet aircraft at
Minot AFB in 1957 for the predecessor
squadron to the 5 FIS, the 433rd FIS.
P51D, “Little Horse”

Convair F-106 Delta Dagger fighter/interceptor.
Operational from 1960 through 1985. This
aircraft and the T-33 were “gate guards” near
the main gate at Minot AFB until they were
loaned to the museum.
Static display C-47 Skytrain (or Dakota)

Chance-Vought A-7 Corsair II.
Usually
associated with the US Navy, USAF used 459
of them until they were replaced by the A-10.
This example was used by the test squadron at
Edwards AFB, CA before ending up in Minot.
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McDonnell-Douglas F-15 Eagle. Operational
only in 1985.
Your editor was stationed at Minot AFB
from 1983-85, living in the 5th FIS dormitory for
most of that time, fondly recalls the time of the
F-106 to F-15 conversion from late 1984 to
May 1985. BMC

24 volt alternator, the kit comes complete with all
the brackets, hardware, and the proper pulley
already mounted. This kit saves 20 lbs off the
military unit, plus it comes with a 2 year warranty.

MV Hints, by Stan
This was Stan’s last article; enjoy it as he intended - BMC

Editor: You can always tell who the engineers and
management that are on a project; they have the
clean hard hats. Notice the John Deere logo…if
they’re involved, that bolt probably has a Metric
head, SAE shank diameter, British thread pitch, and
costs $79.95 – but is painted the proper green.
There is a meme going around the internet
were a group of young engineers are pointing to a
blueprint stating, “lets hide this bolt right here. Go
ahead a make it a different size too”. It seems that
is a good way explaining about the alternator
found in all post-Korean War MV’s.
This
monstrosity weights over 40 lbs, is expensive ($600
plus) and not easily repaired (the internal regulator
costs $200). Worst of all the bracket mounting
system was probably designed by communists.

New versus the original alternator.
I have replaced the one of my deuce 3 times
and have had enough! After searching for a better
idea I came across the Wolverine Technologies LLC
replacement kit. Using a commercial off the shelf
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What you get from Wolverine.
At a cost of $239 shipped, it’s worth it. Jessie had
it to me in less than a week. He said he hasn’t
gotten any warranty requests, basically saying it’s
going to be the last alternator you’ll ever buy. For
a few dollars more it can come in OD powder coat.
http://www.wolverinetechnologiesllc.com/Alternat
orKitM35M54.html (734) 682-5107

The Wolverine kit installed on a deuce-and-a-half
I have an electric winch on my gooseneck
trailer, problem is power. One can install a battery
on the trailer but keeping it charged is another
problem. Another idea is to use a plug system to
get power from the towing vehicle, but the cable

systems are expensive and then only works on that
specific vehicle.

The posts installed and wired inside the trailer
(Since the editor is also licensed in MN as Power
Limited Technician, make certain that you use the
proper gauge wire for the load. I also prefer
soldered connectors. End of legal butt-covering)

I found these posts on Amazon $27; they are used
on race cars for auxiliary power or as a convenient
jumper cable post. I used a hole saw and mounted
them to the side of the trailer. Now when I need to
power the winch I just use a set of jumper cables
(available at any parts store).

NOS fuel filters for the M-151 cost about
$40 if you can find one. For $5 the Fram G22A
screws directly into the carburetor. Best of all, it
can be found at any parts store.

One of the problems with our MVs is that
we don’t drive them enough, so the batteries drain.
I’ve installed trickle chargers on mine but here is a
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cheaper idea.
The Universal Battery Master
Disconnect Switch costs about $7, it’s an easy
install and works by partially unscrewing the knob.
I got one from Amazon. (Also very handy for those
vehicles that have a slow drain that you’re
“meaning to get fixed once I find the problem” or if
you have an unforeseen electrical problem such as
a stuck horn button – editor)

conducted an auction as part of TechnoClassica, so that became the impetus (and
meal ticket) to go there this year.
I only had two half days and three full
days in Essen, so I didn’t have much time to
“play tourist” (but that’s something I intend on
doing should I return). However, those three
full days were very full, to say the least –
between working the auction and seeing the
nine convention halls full of displays, cars, and
vendors.
Techno-Classica is the largest
collector car event in Europe. While some
outdoor shows may have more cars, the only
way I can otherwise describe Techno-Classica
is that it’s the major collector car trade
gathering in Europe.

Installed disconnect swith an HMV
--------------------------------------------------------------

HMV’s at Techno-Classica,
Essen, Germany; by BMC
In April, I went back to Germany for the
first time in 25 years (and only the second time
since I was stationed there from 1985-88
working for Uncle Ronnie in the USAF);
specifically to attend a vintage vehicle event
called Techno Classica Essen.
Essen is located in the industrial Ruhr
River valley of northern Germany. It was the
headquarters and home factory to arms maker
Krupp Werks since 1587, so most of the town
was heavily bombed by the Allies in World War
II. In the post World War II “economic miracle”
of West Germany, Essen emerged as more of
a trade center than an industrial city. As such,
it developed as large campus of convention
and trade halls, known as Messe Essen
(Essen Convention Center).
Since 1989, Techno-Classica Essen has
been held at Messe Essen, and is one of those
events that was on my short-list to get to one of
these years.
This year, RM Sotheby’s
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This is Hall 6, mostly swap meet, of nine halls!
As such, I was hoping to see more of a
presence of HVM’s than I actually did. Part of
that is the European HMV/re-enactor world and
the collector car world tend to distance
themselves from each other. Yet, there were a
few here. Some familiar to us on the prairie,
some uniquely foreign.

1974 DAF YA 66
European car club displays make up a
large portion of Techno-Classica, and since
there are awards for the best displays, the

competition is fairly intense. DAF was a very
popular Dutch car and truck builder until 1975
when the car division was sold to Volvo, but
has since concentrated their efforts on large
commercial trucks. The DAF Club of Germany
had this military spec YA 66 on display. It was
a light command and utility car, built under
contract to the Dutch armed forces, with the
same 1108cc four engine used in some of the
civilian model 66 cars of the time. 1,201 were
built and were subsequently surplused out in
the 1990’s, so while rare in the US, they still
occasionally surface in Europe.

DKW Munga
Along a similar vein as the DAF YA 66,
the earlier DKW Munga was more specifically
designed for off-road use. Built from 1956 to
1968 by Auto Union, the predecessor company
to today’s Audi; although Audi was one of the
four “rings” of Auto Union – Horch, Wanderer,
and DKW (Das Kliene Wunder – the small
wonder) making up the other three rings. It
was powered by a 900cc 3-cylinder air-cooled
engine that was also used in DKW cars, but
the Munga was unique in that it was fitted with
all wheel drive, and unlike the DAF YA 66, was
extremely maneuverable off-road. They were
very popular with the West Germany military especially border guards - and also by the
Dutch military and German Forestmeisters
(forest service). Which is why this Munga,
owned by a member of the DKW Munga Club
of Germany, has a mannequin next to it in
traditional Forestmeister garb.
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That looks more familiar – a WWII Dodge WC56 command car. Wearing the wrong shade of
green, made-up hood numbers, an invasion
star, and various other decals - but retaining its
stock powertrain - it was offered by a Frankfurt
collector car dealership for €34,500, or $39,157
based on that day’s exchange rate of
US$1.135 to the Euro.

RM Sotheby’s, Lot 155, 1942 Ford GPW s/n
GPW46819. # 3 condition, SOLD for $22,842.
This was the only HMV on the auction, and
since I’m restoring a script-tub GPW, I really
knew what to tune into on this. It’s far more of
a motor pool redo than authentic restoration.
The reproduction brass data plate has an
impossible to be correct acceptance date of
February 28, 1942, since the serial number of
46819 would’ve been built in May of 1942 at
the earliest. Clean and correct engine paint,
but with red paint on several bolt heads,
including the head stud nuts. Vinyl invasion
star and ID numbers on the hood. Incorrect
amber lights in the grille instead of blackout
lights, even if they’re turn signals. A re-enactor
jeep all day. Market correct sale for Europe, I’ll
just say that it was better sold than bought.
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WANT ADS: To place an ad, email the editor at bmitchellcarlson@gmail.com or US Mail: 6938
Upper 5th St N; Oakdale, MN 55128 – NO CALLS OR TEXTS! (for accuracy & the editor’s sanity)
FOR SALE:

Vintage Korean War era signal corps speakers. Marked 1952- $50. One 12” radio shack speaker. Perfect for
mounting on parade unit. $15. Ron Martin. Fargomartin@cableone.net 701-261-1879

1969 M816 5 ton 6x6 truck Wrecker, fresh engine overhaul and new
tires, excellent condition. $21,000 OBO. Mil-Spec tow bars, call for more information.
Call or text Dianne Herr, 701-441-9000 - Editor’s note: Dianne is now in Bismarck.
WANTED:
WWII Willys MB frame or parts jeep with a decent MB frame
Ken Yuly: yuly@srt.com or 701-720-2707 (cell).
Ford GPW oil pan (early riveted style preferred). International K-1 through KB-5 truck water pump. Same unit
as used on Navy/USMC M-2-4 trucks. NOS or rebuildable . Brian Carlson: bmitchellcarlson@gmail.com

New from Joe’s Jeep Parts: fuel tanks & fuel tank sending units.
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For those who like World War I armor, you’re in for a treat! “Yard long” portraits were
quite common in the early 1900’s – especially of military posts. I recently bought this one at
an auction, and the notes written on the face of it by the portrait studio (DeSouza Photo of 467
Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D.C) state “Inspection of U.S. Tank Corps, Camp Meade, MD,
August 1920”. I counted 86 total tanks, knowing that there were likely others behind several
flanks of them. Renaults, M1917’s, Mark IV’s, Mark V’s, Mark VIII’s…if the US Army bought,
borrowed, or stole it during World War I, it’s probably in this photo.

Interested in joining the ND-MVCA?
The North Dakota Military Vehicle Collectors Association‘s mission is to provide a statewide
organization for military vehicle enthusiasts, historians, preservationists, and collectors interested in
the acquisition, restoration, preservation, public education, and safe operation of all eras of historic
military transport.
We have approximately 60 members from six states and two Canadian provinces with over
200 MV’s ranging in age from WWI through today’s Global War On Terror. Typically, we have a
meeting at least once a quarter during the year at various locations within North Dakota. Even
though we have club officers and are an affiliated chapter of the MVPA, we like to keep things as
light and informal as possible. We welcome any MV collector, restorer, or enthusiast, and ownership
of a vehicle is not a requirement. We publish this newsletter on a quarterly basis and have a website
(www.NDVMCA.com). Dues are $15 for one year or $25 for two years. If you are interested in
joining, please contact chapter president Rory Grenier (701-739-4909) or Secretary/Treasurer Ron
Martin (2301 Willow Rd. N., Fargo, ND 58102). We also have a presence on social media:
https://www.facebook.com/ndmvca
Tanks a lot for being a member of the ND-MVCA!
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